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HIGH  COURT FORM NO. (J)2                                                          

HEADING OF JUDGMENT ON ORIGINAL SUIT 

                                               Dist :- Jorhat 

    IN THE CIVIL COURT OF ASSISTANT DISTRICT JUDGE; JORHAT                 

                                      Present : - Shri. S. Islam        

                                   Civil Judge & Asstt. District  Judge,Jorhat 

 Monday, the 13th day of February, 2012. 

Title Suit No. 79 of 2005  

1. Sri. Dilip Deori S/O Late Nagen Deori.     

 Resident of Maow Ali ,Jorhat Town Assam.................Plaintiff 

                                              Vs 

             1.Smti.  Shanti Barkakoti w/o Late Krishna Kanta Barkakoti 

             2. Sri. Prasanta Barkakoti, s/o Late Krishna Kanta Barkakoti 

             3. Dr. Dilip Ranjan Goswami s/o Late P.M. Goswami, on  his death       

  3 (a). Sri. Anil Goswami, 3(b). Chida Goswami &  3(c) Uma Goswami              

            all are  brothers of late Dr. Dilip Ranjan Goswami, Resident of A.T 

  Road Pulibar, District Jorhat,substituted vide order dated  

             20.01.2009. ........................................................Defendants.  

          

             This Suit having been heard on23.8.2007, 10.09.2007, 22.01.08, 07.04.10, 

   2.7.2010, 13.12.2011 & 9.01.12  in the presence   of    :- 

1. Smti. Meera Baruah  Learned Advocate  for the Plaintiff  

2.  Sri. M. K. Bhattacharjee.  Learned  Advocate for the Defendant. 

          And having stood for consideration to this day the court   

delivered the following Judgment:- 

        JUDGMENT 

1. This is a suit for specific performance of contract to sell the suit land, 

alternatively recovery of Rs. 1, 50, 000/ with interest @ 18% per annum 

from the month of August/2003 till recovery of the entire amount. 

2. The factual matrix of the plaintiffs case in short is that the defendant No. 1 

& 2 being the absolute owner of land measuring 1 katha 7 lochas covered 

by dag No.842 of P.P.No.286 situated at Block No.5 of Jorhat Town 

proposed to sell the same in the early part of August/2003 for meeting 

their urgent need to which the plaintiff accepted by agreeing to purchase. 

On being enquired about the defendants title over the land proposed to 

sell it has come to light that the names defendant No.1 & 2 were not 
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mutated in the record of rights as heirs to the estate of late Krishna Kanta 

Barkatoki. After detection of such fact the defendant No.1 & 2 requested 

the plaintiff to provide financial help to get mutation of their names in the 

record of rights with the assurance to sell the land in his favour after 

getting mutation of their names in the record and also to adjust the 

amount from the consideration money. The plaintiff, being desires to 

purchase the land responded to the request of the defendant No.1 & 2 and 

paid Rs.6,500/ to them  on good faith without taking any receipt. 

Thereafter the defendant No.1 & 2 got mutated their names on the 

financial help of the plaintiffs and jointly applied with the plaintiff for 

permission of sale of the suit land before the competent authority who 

accorded the permission on 19.9.2003. The price for the sale of the land 

was fixed at Rs. 1,10,000/ per katha i.e. total Rs. 1, 48,500/ for 1 katha 7 

lochas of land. The plaintiff  deposited the entire consideration money with 

the United Bank of India Jorhat Branch in the form of Pay order bearing 

No.615717 dated 19.12.03 for Rs.49500/, Pay order bearing No. 615718 

dated 22.12.03 for Rs.49500/- and pay order No. 615721 dated 23.12.03 for 

RS.49500/= with due intimation to the defendant No. 1 & 2. The plaintiff 

also paid an amount of Rs.12,500/ only to the defendant No. 2 for 

purchasing non-judicial stamp paper to prepare the sale deed as per the 

agreement but the defendant No.1 & 2 for the best reason known to them 

had not come forward to act upon the promise to execute the registered 

sale deed Finding the defendant No.1& 2 not responding upon the 

assurance to execute registered sale deed the plaintiff addressed  a letter 

to the Deputy collector Revenue Jorhat (Deputy Commissioner) Jorhat on 

6.1.04 and Sub- Registrar Jorhat requesting not to sanction of the 

permission to the defendants to sell the land to any other persons without 

the knowledge and consent of the plaintiffs and also requested to extend 

the period of permission sanctioned on 19.9.03. Surprisingly in spite of 

repeated demand and request from the plaintiff the defendant No.1 &2 

deliberately avoided the execution of the registered sale deed, Having no 

alternative the plaintiff served pleaders notice upon the Defendant No.1 & 

2 through Advocate B.K. Beria calling upon to execute the sale deed in 

favour of the plaintiff to which the defendants did not pay any response. 

Rather it was brought to the notice that the defendant No.1 &2 with a view 

to defeat the lawful claim of the plaintiff were negotiating with other 

person to sell the suit land. Hence the plaintiff filed the suit. 
 

3. The defendants No.1 & 2 entered appearance and contested the suit by 

filing written statement contending inter-alia that the suit is not 

maintainable in law as well as on facts and the same is bad for non-joinder 

of necessary parties. The defendant No.1 & 2 denied the averments of the 

plaintiff that they expressed their desire to sale the suit land to the plaintiff 

for consideration of Rs.1,10,000/ per katha to which the plaintiff agreed. 
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The answering defendant No.1 & 2 contended that they are the absolute 

owner having right title and interest over the suit land for which the 

plaintiff himself approached the defendants to purchase the same and 

after due negotiation between the parties the price of the suit land was 

fixed at Rs 500000/- i.e. Rs. 4 lakh per katha. The defendants asked the 

plaintiff to enter into a written agreement by making payment of 50% of 

the consideration money in advance to which the plaintiff refused. Even 

after obtaining requisite permission for sale from the Deputy Commissioner 

while the defendants demanded the plaintiff for making payment of 50% 

consideration amount in advance so as to enable them to take steps for 

obtaining permission from Jorhat Development Authority and also to 

purchase requisite stamp paper for preparation of sale deed, the plaintiff 

though paid RS.12, 500/- for purchasing the stamps but did not make 

payment towards the advance demanded by the defendant. It is also 

contended by the defendants that the defendants after obtaining 

necessary permission from the concerned authority as they insisted the 

plaintiff for payment of consideration money of Rs.5,40,000/- and to have 

execute registered sale deed, the plaintiff on the plea of financial problem 

as well as the suit land is not suitable for his use refused to purchase the 

same and demanded refund of Rs.12,500/-from the defendants. Finding 

the plaintiff refused to purchase the suit land the defendant had to sell the 

suit land in favour of Sri. Dilip Ranjan Goswami vide registered sale deed 

dated 21.1.03 to meet their urgent needs and refunded the amount of 

Rs.12,500/- to the plaintiff. The defendant No.1 & 2 submitted that the suit 

of the plaintiff is false, vexatious and without any cause of action and as 

such the suit is liable to be dismissed with cost. 

4. Eventually, after filing of the written statement by the defendant No.1 & 2 

and having notice of the fact that the defendant No.1 & 2 fraudulently sold 

out the suit land to one Dr. Dilp Ranjan Goswami by executing registered 

sale deed on 21.01.2004 on the strength of the permission accorded by the 

District Revenue Authority, the plaintiff amended the plaint by adding the 

claim of alternative remedy of compensation to the tune of Rs.1,50 000/ 

with 18% interest per annum from the month of August/2003 till full and 

final recovery of the amount. However, in Course of trial as per the order of 

the court dated 06.05.2008 Dr.Dilip Ranjan Goswami to whom the 

defendant No.1 &2 fraudulently sold the suit land on 21.01.2004 without 

the knowledge of the plaintiff has been impleaded as defendant. 

5. Having receipt of the summon the newly impleaded defendant No. Dr. Dilip 

Ranjan Goswami entered appearance and contested the suit by fining 

written statement contending inter-alia that the suit is not maintainable in 

law against him as the plaintiff did not seek any relief against him in the 

suit. It is contended by him that he purchased the suit land from the 

defendant No.1 &2 vide registered sale deed bearing No.895 dated 

21.01.2004 after obtaining requisite permission from the competent 
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authority and on payment of adequate consideration money and since the 

day of purchase he is in possession of land by making earth filling. He 

ultimately submitted for dismissal of the suit. The defendant No.3 after 

adducing himself as witness in the suit suddenly died and on his death 

though his legal heirs were substituted and summons were duly served but 

they did not come forward to contest the suit representing the interest of 

defendant No.3 ,hence the suit proceeded un representation of the 

defendant No. 3 

6. Upon the rival pleadings of the parties following issues were framed for 

determination of the controversy between the parties. 

i) Whether there was any contract between the plaintiff and 

defendants for selling the suit land to plaintiff at a 

consideration of Rs.1, 10, 000/ per katha? 

ii) Whether in spite of readiness and willingness of the plaintiff to 

perform his part of the contract the defendant failed to 

execute the sale deed? 

iii) Whether the plaintiff is entitled to a decree as sought for? 

iv) To what other relief/reliefs the parties are entitled? 

              Additional  Issues :-      

  1. Whether the plaintiff is entitled to compensation? 

  2. Whether the defendant Dilip Ranjan Goswami had the 

notice of the agreement between the plaintiff and 

defendants?        

  

7.  During the course of trial the plaintiff examined as many as 4 No’s   

witnesses and exhibited certain documents in support of his case where 

as the defendant No.1 & 2 neither examined any witness nor produced 

any documents to prove their stand. However, the defendant No.3 

examined himself as witness and exhibited certain documents to 

substantiate his plea.  

8.  I have heard the argument advanced by the learned Counsels 

representing the parties and carefully scrutinized the evidence placed on 

record in the torch of the pleadings of respective parties to determine the 

controversies involved in the suit. 

                        NOW DECISION AND REASONS THEREOF   

9.  To arrive at a judicial determination let me to have issue wise 

discussion of the fact of the case and evidence on record hereunder. Issue 

No.1 is taken first for convenience of discussion as the same will play vital 

role in determination of the real controversies amongst the parties.  
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10. ISSUE NO. (i) This issue relates to the question whether there was any 

contract between the plaintiff and defendants for selling the suit land to 

plaintiff at a consideration of Rs.1, 10, 000/ per katha? 

             In a case where the plaintiff come forward to seek a decree for 

specific performance of contract for sale of the immovable property on 

the basis of an oral agreement alone, heavy burden lies on the plaintiff to 

prove that there was consensus ad-idem between the parties for a 

concluded oral agreement for sale of immovable property. Whether there 

was such a concluded oral contract or not would be a question of fact to 

be determined in the facts and circumstances of individual case. In the 

present case the plaintiff sought decree for specific performance of 

contract for sale of the suit land on the basis of oral agreement alleged to 

have made between him and defendant No.1 & 2 in the early part of 

August/2003. So it has to be established by the plaintiff that vital and 

fundamental terms for sale of the suit land were concluded between him 

and the defendants orally.        

 In order to get answer to the above quarries let me to examine 

the facts and circumstances of the case hereunder. Admittedly the 

transaction in question involved amongst the parties related to a sale of 

land measuring 1 katha 7 lochas covered by dag No.842 of P.P.No.286 

situated at Block No.5 of Jorhat Town more specifically described in 

schedule of the plaint (Herein-after referred as suit land). The suit land 

originally belonged to Krishna Kanta Barkakoti (since deceased) the 

husband of defendant No.1 and the father of defendant No.2 and on his 

death the defendant No.1 & 2 inherited the same. The Plaintiff in his 

evidence on affidavit stated that initially Krishna Kanta Barkakoti  the 

predecessor in interest of the Defendant No. 1&2 during his life time  

proposed to sell the suit land to him but unfortunately said Krishna Kanta 

Barkatoki the original owner died without finalising the talk for sale of the 

suit land. However, following the death of Krishna Kanta Barkatoki  while  

his legal heirs the defendant No.1 & 2 sometimes in the early part of 

August/2003 offered verbal proposal to sell the suit land to him again, he 

agreed with the proposal of the defendant No.1&2 by expressing his 

ready and willingness to purchase the same. It is stated by him that the 

value of the land was fixed at Rs.1, 10, 000/ per katha after due 

negotiation between the parties and requisite permission for sale of the 

suit land was accorded by the competent authority showing the valuation 

fixed by the parties. The defendant No.1 & 2 in their written statement 

clearly admitted the fact of making offer to sell the suit land to the 

plaintiff who accepted their offer expressing his ready and willingness to 

purchase the suit land. It is also admitted position in the pleading of the 

defendant No. 1 & 2 that the value of the suit land was fixed for sale 

between them and the plaintiff by negotiation. The only disputed point 
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involved between the plaintiff and defendant No. 1 & 2 as to the quantum 

of value fixed for the sale of the suit land. According to the plaintiff the 

value of the suit land was fixed for sale at the rate of Rs.1,10,000/ per 

katha totalling Rs.1,48,500/ whereas the defendant No.1 & 2 claimed the 

value of the suit land was fixed at Rs.400000/ per katha totalling to 

Rs,5,40,000/. The plaintiff’s claim rests on the copy of permission bearing 

No.JRS-4/2002 dated 19.9.2003 marked Ext. 1. The plaintiff in his evidence 

stated that after fixation of the consideration price of the suit land, he 

asked the defendants to produce the land related documents for 

inspection so as to ascertain the ownership vis-a-vis title of the land 

proposed to be sold. On production of the documents while it was 

brought to the notice of the parties that the names of the defendants yet 

to be mutated in the record of rights, he requested the defendants to get 

their names mutated in the record of right so as to give effect of proposed 

sale, the defendants agreed and made their approach to him for 

extending financial help to take appropriate steps in getting mutation of 

their names. It is stated by the plaintiff that he being interested to 

purchase the land agreed to pay the requisite expenses for giving effect 

the names of the defendant No.1 & 2 mutated in the record of rights and 

on different intervals he paid Rs. 6,500/ to the defendants who assured to 

adjust the said amount against the consideration money payable at the 

time of execution of the sale deed. He further stated that in the month of 

September/ 2003 the defendant No.2 on behalf of defendant No1 had 

approached him with the intimation that they got their names mutated in 

the record of right and requested him to sign the joint application for 

obtaining permission from the concerned authority . Accordingly,  the 

joint petition for permission was moved, upon which the authority was 

pleased to accord permission  for sale of the suit land vide letter memo 

No.JRS-4/2002 dated 19.9.2003 marked Ext.1 showing the valuation fixed 

at Rs.1,10,000/- per katha of the land. Ext. 1 reveals that the Deputy 

Commissioner, Jorhat (Revenue) vide his letter Memo No.JRS 4/2002 

Dated 19.9.2003 accorded permission for sale of 1 katha 7 lochas of land 

covered by Dag No.842 of PP No.286 situated at block No.5 of Jorhat 

Town, i.e. the suit land by Smti. Santi Barkatoki w/o late Krishna Kanta 

Barkatoki and Sri. Prasanta Barkatoki s/o late Krishna Kanta Barkatoki in 

favour of Dilip Deori. The value of the land shown Rs.1, 10,000/ per katha.

 The evidence of permission for sale of the suit land in favour of 

Plaintiff was obtained by the defendant No.1 & 2 from the Deputy 

Commissioner Jorhat (Revenue) on 19.9.2003 vide letter No.JRS-4/2002 

got support from the evidence of P.W.3 Dealing Assistant of Sub- Registrar 

Office Jorhat who deposed in his evidence that sale deed bearing No.47 

marked Ext.4 was registered in the Sub-Registrar Offfice Jorhat and the 

same was executed by Smti. Santi Barkatoki and Prasanta barkatoki in 

favour of Dilip Ranjan Goswami. He stated that at the time of registration 
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and execution of said sale deed the permission for sale obtained vide 

letter No.JRS-4/2002 was produced by the seller before the Sub-Registrar. 

He confirmed that the permission so produced contained the name of 

Vendor as Smti. Santi Barkatoki and Prasanta Barkatoki and the name of 

purchaser Sri.Dilip Deori but the sale deed No.47 executed showing the 

purchaser’s name as Dilip Ranjan Goswami. P.W.4 Sri. Kenady Deori in his 

evidence claimed that the discussion and negotiation for sale of the suit 

land between the plaintiff and defendant No.2 for himself and on behalf 

of defendant No.1 was taken place in his presence and the consideration 

price of the suit land was fixed at Rs.1, 48,000/ in total.D.W.1 Sri. Dilip 

Ranjan Goswami in his cross examination disclosed that he purchased the 

suit land vide registered sale deed marked Ext. “A” on which the 

permission for sale has been mentioned as JRS-4/2002 dated 19.9.2003 at 

page No.1 and the same was given by the Deputy Commissioner 

Jorhat(Revenue Branch). He stated that he could not remember whether 

he put any signature of the permission or not. Rather he admitted that 

the permission mentioned in mentioned in the sale deed shown to have 

issued the name of vendor Smti. Santi Barkatoki accompanied by her son 

Prasanta Barkatoki and purchaser Sri. Dilip Deori. Further the defendant 

No.1 & 2 in their pleading admitted in clear terms that they had obtained 

permission from the deputy Commissioner Jorhat (Revenue) for sale of 

the suit land by filing joint petition with the plaintiff after fixation of the 

price by negotiation. The above fact clearly unerringly pointed towards 

the inference that following the terms of oral agreement made between 

the plaintiff and defendant No.2 for himself and on behalf of defendant 

No.1 for sale of the suit land, in the early part of August/2003. On the 

other hand though the defendant No.1 & 2 in their written statement 

claimed that the consideration price for the suit land was fixed at Rs 

4,00000/ per Katha totalling to Rs.5,40,000/ but the defendants failed to 

substantiate their claim by adducing any reliable evidence. Even the 

defendant No.1 & 2 did not come to the witness box to ascertain their 

averment is correct. So adverse inference can be drawn that the assertion 

of the defendant to the extent that the consideration price for the sale of 

suit land was fixed at Rs.5,40,000/. Rather Ext. 1 and Ext.4 clearly 

indicates that the consideration price for the sale of the suit land was 

fixed in between the plaintiff in one hand and defendant No.1 & 2 other, 

at Rs, 1,10, 000/ per Katha totalling to Rs. 1, 48,000/. Apart from the 

above the plaintiff himself and through his witness P.W.4 established that 

after obtaining permission for sale the defendant No.2 with a view to 

prepare the sale deed in terms of oral agreement received Rs. 12,500/ on 

4.12.2003 from the plaintiff to purchase stamp paper which was 

acknowledged by issuing receipt dated 5.12.2003 marked Ext.2 and 

accordingly the stamp paper were purchased and got the sale deed 

marked Ext.3 prepared.        
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 On fact and circumstances discussed above, it is established 

that the defendant No.1 & 2 entered into an oral contract with the 

plaintiff for sale of the suit land. The terms settled were that the 

defendant No.1 and 2 should sell the suit land in favour of the plaintiff for 

consideration of Rs.1, 48, 000/ i.e. at the rate of Rs.1, 10, 000/ per katha  

and the defendant should execute the sale deed by receiving the 

consideration amount at the time of execution of sale deed by obtaining 

permission from the competent authority. It is also evident from Ext. 1, 

Ext. 2 and Ext.3 that the defendant No.2 for himself and on behalf of 

defendant No.1 pursuant to the agreement made with the plaintiff for 

sale of the suit land had obtained permission from the Revenue authority 

under letter No.JRS-4/2002 dated 19.9.2003 to execute the sale deed in 

favour of the plaintiff and thereafter by receiving Rs.12500/ from the 

plaintiff purchased requisite stamp papers and got the sale deed prepared 

for execution and registration. Thus, I find no hesitation to hold that there 

was a concluded contract between the plaintiff and the defendant No1. & 

2 for selling the suit land at a consideration of 1, 10, 000/ per katha. 

                Accordingly, this issue is answered in the affirmative and decided 

in favour of the plaintiff 

11. ISSUE NO.(ii) :- This issue relates to the question whether in spite of 

readiness and willingness of the plaintiff to perform of his part of the 

contract the defendant failed to execute the sale deed. In view of my 

discussion and decision of issue No.(i) it is observed that there was a 

concluded contract between Plaintiff in one side and the defendant No.1 

&2 in other side, for selling of the suit land in favour of the plaintiff  at a 

consideration of Rs.1.10,000/- per katha. Ext. The plaintiff in his pleadings 

as well as in his evidence on affidavit stated in clear terms that he was all 

along ready and willing to perform his part of the contract since the 

agreement for sale of the suit land was made between him and the 

defendant No.1 & 2. He in his evidence stated that immediately after 

entering into the agreement with defendant No.2 for himself and on 

behalf of defendant No.1 finding the land proposed to sale was not 

mutated in the name of defendant No.1 & 2 he extended financial help of 

Rs.6500/ on their request at different times to get their names mutated in 

the record of right so as to enable them to execute the sale deed in terms 

of the agreement. It is also stated by the plaintiff that after getting 

mutation of the names of defendant No.1 & 2 in the record of right in 

respect of the suit land the defendant No.2 approached him in the month 

of September/2003 for getting signed the joint application for obtaining 

permission from the concerned authority to sell the suit land to which he 

responded in the positive by putting his signature and accordingly on 

19.9.2003 the competent authority accorded permission for sale of the 

suit land upon the said application. He has further stated that having 
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knowledge about the fact of permission for sale had been obtained he 

paid Rs.12500/ to defendant No.2 on 04.12.2003 who acknowledged the 

receipt of the said amount on 05.12.2003, for purchase of requisite stamp 

papers for preparation of sale deed as the date for execution of registered 

sale deed was fixed on 10.12.2003 and accordingly the defendant No.2 for 

self and on behalf of defendant No.1 purchased the stamp papers, got the 

sale deed prepared in the chamber of H.K. Baruah Advocate, Jorhat the 

original of which retained by the defendant No.2 and the copy whereof 

was handed over to him. P.W.1. claimed that just before the date of 

execution of the registered sale deed the defendant requested him to 

make payment of the consideration money through the Bank for which 

the date for execution of the sale deed had to postpone on mutual 

consent. Thereafter following the request of defendant No.2 he deposited 

the total consideration money for the land Rs.1, 48,500/ i.e. 1, 10, 000/ 

per katha of 1 katha 7 lochas of land with the united Bank of India Jorhat 

Branch in the form of Pay order vide No. 615717 dated 19.12.2003 for Rs. 

49500/-, vide No.615718 dated 22.12.2003 for Rs. 49500/ , and vide 

No.615721 dated 23.12.2003 for Rs.49500/ in the name of defendant No 

2. The above evidence of the plaintiff got support from Ext.1, Ext.2.Ext.3, 

Ext.9, Ext.10 and Ext.11 as well as from the evidence of P.W.4, P.W.3 and 

P.W. 2. Ext.1 reveals that following the oral agreement made between the 

plaintiff and defendant No.2 for self and also for defendant No.1 they 

have jointly obtained permission bearing No.JRS-4/2002 dated 19/9/2003 

from the Deputy Commissioner Jorhat (Revenue) to give effect of the 

contract for sale of the suit land. P.W.3 Sri. Amiya Dutta Assistant of Sub 

Registrar Office Jorhat, in his deposition confirmed that permission for 

sale under letter Memo No.JRS-4/2002 dated 19.9.2003 was issued 

showing Santi Barkakoti & Prasanta Barkakoti (defendant No.1&2) as 

vendor of the sale deed to be executed in favour of purchaser Dilip Deori 

(Plaintiff).  Ext.2 goes to show that defendant No.2 for self and on behalf 

of defendant No.1 had receipt Rs.12, 500/-from the plaintiff to purchase 

stamps to prepare the sale Deed in respect of the suit land measuring 1 

katha 7 lochas of land covered by Dag No.842 of P.P. No.286 on 

4/12/2003 i.e. within the time limited for execution of the sale deed by 

the permission Ext.1. Ext.3 reflects the sale deed was prepared on the 

stamps purchased by Prasanta Borkotoki, defendant No.2 for sale of 1 

katha 7 lochas of land covered by dag No.842 of P.P. No.286 i.e. the suit 

land for consideration of Rs.1,48,500/-. Ext.9, 10 and 11 demonstrates 

that the plaintiff deposited the consideration money of Rs1, 48, 500/-for 

land measuring 1 katha 7 lochas @ Rs.1, 10, 000/- per katha to the United 

Bank in the name of Prasanta Borkotoki, the defendant No.2 in 3 

instalments to get the sale deed executed and registered, in terms of oral 

agreement which has subsequently reduced in writing in Ext.3. The fact of 

plaintiff in terms of the oral agreement for sale perform his part of 
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contract deposited agreed consideration money with the United Bank in 3 

instalments at the request of defendant No. 2 got support from the 

evidence of P.W.2 and P.W respectively who confirmed in their evidence 

that the plaintiff deposited the consideration money with the United Bank 

in the name of defendant No.2. The plaintiff stated that after depositing 

the consideration money he intimated the defendant about the fact of 

deposit of the consideration money with the United Bank in their name 

and called upon them to execute the sale deed, to which though they 

have assured to execute the sale deed but ultimately evaded to execute 

the same. Finding the defendant No.1 & 2 avoiding from execution of the 

sale deed as per the terms of the contract in time he addressed letter to 

the Deputy Commissioner Jorhat (Revenue) who issued the permission on 

06.01.04 with a copy served upon the Sub-Registrar Jorhat requesting to 

restrain the defendant No.1 &2 from obtaining any permission for sale of 

the suit land in favour of any other person fraudulently behind the back of 

the plaintiff copy of which marked Ext.4. He also served registered 

pleaders notice upon the defendant No.1 & 2 on 24.02.2004 requesting 

them to perform their part of contract to execute the sale deed, but no 

response from them.Copy of which is marked Ext.5.   

      On the other hand the defendant No.1 and 2 in their written 

statement though claimed that after obtaining necessary permission from 

the concerning authority they insisted the plaintiff for payment of 

consideration money of Rs.5, 40,000/ and to have execute the registered 

sale deed to which the plaintiff on the plea of facing financial problem as 

well as the suit land is not suitable for his use refused to purchase the 

same and demanded the refund of Rs.12500/ but the defendant failed to 

established their plea by adducing any evidence. 

                 Thus, from the foregoing discussion I am inclined to hold that 

the defendant No.1 & 2 failed to perform their part of contract to execute 

the registered sale deed in favour of the plaintiff in spite of plaintiff’s 

readiness and wiliness to perform his part of contract. Rather Ext. “A” as 

well as the evidence of P.W.3 andD.W.1 belied the story projected by the 

defendant No.1 & 2 to the effect of plaintiff refused to purchase the suit 

land showing financial problem and the suit land not suitable for his use. 

Further Ext. “A”  as well as the evidence of P.W. 3 and D.W.1 clearly 

shows that the defendant No.1 & 2 violating the terms of the contract 

sold the suit land in favour of defendant No.3 in the same consideration 

money as agreed with the plaintiff.  

                Accordingly, this issue is answered in the affirmative and decided 

in favour of the plaintiff. 

11. ADDL.ISSUE NO.(1) :- This issue contingent with the question whether 

the defendant No.3 Dr. Dilip Ranjan Goswami had the notice of the 
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agreement made between the plaintiff and defendant No.1 & 2 for sale of 

the suit land? The defendant No.3 in his written statement as well as in 

his evidence asserted that he purchased the suit land from defendant 

No.1 &2 by registered sale deed bearing No.895 dated 21.01.2004 duly 

executed in presence of witnesses and the Sub-Registrar Jorhat by making 

payment of adequate value of the land in good faith. He also contended 

that prior to purchase of the suit land he had no notice about the 

existence of any agreement for sale of the same between the plaintiff and 

Defendant No.1 & 2. But in course of his cross examination the defendant 

No.3 admitted that he purchased the suit land vide deed No.895 certified 

copy of which marked as Ext.”A” and same was registered on the basis of 

permission accorded by the Deputy Commissioner Jorhat (Revenue 

Branch) under his letter Memo No.JRS-4/2002 as mentioned on the top 

page of the sale deed. It is also confirmed by the D.W.1 in his cross 

examination that the permission on the basis of which the sale deed 

registered in his favour for the suit land was originally accorded showing 

the name of Smti. Santi Barkatoki and Sri Prasanta Barkatoki ( the 

defendant No.1 & 2 respectively) as seller and the name of Shri. Dilip 

Deori  (the Plaintiff) as purchaser of the suit land. He further disclosed 

that does not know whether he had put any signature on the application 

seeking permission and whether the Deputy Commissioner accorded any 

permission in his favour to purchase the suit land or not. It is absurd that a 

person got registration of a sale deed in his favour on the basis of 

permission accorded beyond his knowledge especially when the 

permission was not in his name. So his evidence to the effect of he had no 

notice about the existence of agreement for sale of the suit land between 

the plaintiff and defendant No.1 & 2 prior to his purchase of the suit land 

found not reliable. The learned Counsel for the plaintiff referring the 

provision of Section 19(b) of the Specific Relief Act submitted that the 

bonafide purchaser in good faith for value without notice of the original 

contract is protected by the provision of Section 19 (b) of the Act. The 

learned Counsel argued that in the instant case the defendant No.3 

cannot claim the protection under section 19 (b) of the Act as he had the 

prior notice about the fact of defendant No.1 & 2 entered into a contract 

for sale of the suit land and to give effect of the terms of contract 

permission from the Deputy Commissioner Jorhat was duly obtained by 

them. According to the learned Counsel the onus of proving the good faith 

heavily lies on the person claim protection under the same. To bolster up 

his submission the learned Counsel placed reliance in case law of R.K. 

Mohd. Ubaidullah Vs. Hajee Abdul Wahab reported in A.I.R. 2001 SC 

1658 where the Hon’ble Apex Court after analysing the provision of 

Section 19 of the Specific Relief Act 1963 as well as Section 3 of the 

Transfer of Property Act observed that” Section 19(b) of the Specific 

Relief Act protects the bonafide purchaser in good faith for value 
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without notice of the original contract. This protection is in the nature of 

exception to the general rule. Hence the onus of proof of good faith is on 

the purchaser who takes the plea that he is an innocent purchaser. Good 

faith is a question of fact to be considered and decided on the facts of 

each case. Notice is defined in Section 3 of the Transfer of Property Act. 

It may be actual where the party has actual knowledge of the fact, or 

constructive. ‘ A person said to have notice’ of a fact when he actually 

knows that fact, or when, but for wilful abstention from any inquiry or 

search which he ought to have made, or gross negligence , he would 

have known it. Hence with reference to subsequent purchaser it is 

essential that he should make an inquiry as to title or interest of the 

person in actual possession as on the date when sale transaction was 

made in his favour. I respectfully concur with the decision cited above 

and testing the same in the fact of the case in my hand I find that the 

decision has application in the instant case. In the instant case the 

defendant No. 3 though claimed that he is the bonafide purchaser in good 

faith for value of the suit land without notice of the contract made 

between the plaintiff and the defendant No.1 & 2, but in his cross 

examination he admitted in clear terms that he got the registration of the 

sale deed on the basis of the permission accorded in the name of plaintiff 

and the defendant No.1 & 2. The above fact demonstrate that the 

defendant No.3 had prior notice of the agreement made between the 

plaintiff and defendant No.1 & 2 for specific performance of contract to 

sell the suit land in favour of the plaintiff. So he is not entitled to get the 

protection enshrined in the provision of section 19 (b) of the Specific 

Relief Act. Apart from the above the defendant no.3 also failed to 

establish by adducing any evidence that he made any inquiry as to title, or 

interest of the person in actual possession of the suit land as on the date 

when sale transaction was made in his favour. 

           In view of my forgoing discussion I find no hesitation to hold that 

the defendant No.3 Dr. Dilip Ranjan Goswami had the notice of the 

agreement made between the plaintiff and defendant No.1 & 2 for sale of 

the suit land. Accordingly, this issue is answered in the affirmative and 

decided in favour of the Plaintiff. 

12.     ISSUE NO.3, 4 & ADDL. ISSUE NO.1:-All these three Issues are 

clubbed together for convenience of discussion as they are related to 

each other and for the relief claimed. The plaintiff , by filing the suit 

initially claimed decree for specific performance of contract directing the 

defendant No.1 and 2 to executed and register the sale deed in favour of 

the plaintiff by receiving consideration money of Rs.1,48,500/- and in the 

event of their failure to execute the sale deed, the same shall be executed 

by the court subject to deposit of the consideration money by the plaintiff 

as an when directed, further, the defendant be directed to produce the 
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non judicial stamp valued Rs.12,500/- by the defendant  Nos.1 and 2 for 

the purpose of execution and registration of the sale deed and granting 

permanent injunction. In view of my discussion and decision in Issue No.1, 

2 and Additional Issue No.2, it is observed that there was a concluded 

contract between the plaintiff and the defendant for selling the suit land 

at a consideration price of Rs.1,10,000/- per katha and the defendant 

ANo.1 & 2 failed to perform their part of contract  to execute the 

registered sale deed in terms of the oral agreement despite readiness and 

willingness of the plaintiff and the defendant No.3 having notice of the 

existing agreement between the plaintiff and defendant No.1 & 2 had 

purchased the suit land. Hence, I am of the view that the plaintiff is 

entitled to a decree for specific performance of contract to get execution 

of sale deed in favour of him only after cancellation of the sale deed 

executed in favour of the defendant No.3. 

             But, in the case in my hand the plaintiff by bringing subsequent, 

amendment of the plaint, opted to claim alternative relief for granting 

compensation of Rs.1, 50, 000/- with interest @ Rs.18% per annum from 

the month of August, 2003 till full and final recovery of the said amount 

from the defendant No.1 & 2 instead of claiming the decree for 

performance of contract to execute the sale deed. The Ld. counsel for the 

plaintiff submitted that the defendant Nos.1 & 2 in collusion with 

defendant No.3 who are related to each other made conspiracy and had 

executed fraudulent registered sale deed in favour of defendant No.3 

with a view to deprive the plaintiff from his lawful right to get purchase of 

the suit land as per the agreement made between him and the defendant 

Nos.1 & 2. It is also contended by the Ld. Counsel that the defendant 

Nos.1 & 2 played fraud with the plaintiff by breaking the terms of the 

lawful contract for which the plaintiff is entitled to get adequate 

compensation. The Ld. Counsel put forward the logic in respect of 

practising fraud that the defendant No.1 & 2 though claimed in their 

written statement that the price of the suit land was fixed at Rs.5, 40, 

000/-, but, the sale deed marked Ext. “Ka” as well as the permission on 

the basis of which the sale deed was executed marked Ext.1 clearly 

indicates that the price of the suit land was fixed at Rs.1, 48,500/-. The 

defendant No.1 & 2 instead of executing registered sale deed on the same 

price as shown in Ext.1 as well as agreed upon under the agreement, sold 

the suit land in favour of the defendant No.3 who was related to him 

keeping in dark the plaintiff and thereby defraud the plaintiff. He 

reiterated that the defendant Nos.1 & 2 deceived the plaintiff even after 

receipt of  Rs.12,500/- for purchasing the stamp papers and prepared the 

draft deed of sale deed on the stamp papers so purchased ,by selling out 

the suit land in favour of  the defendant No.3 against the same price as 

fixed between the plaintiff and defendant Nos.1 & 2. And on the basis of 
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permission obtained to sell the suit land in favour of plaintiff and thereby 

caused damage and wrongful loss to the plaintiff for which the plaintiff 

entitled to compensation.        

 Here instant case, the plaintiff though impleaded the 

defendant No.3 as party to the suit , but no relief as to cancellation of the 

sale deed executed in his favour is sought against the defendant No.3 

even no relief by way of compensation is also sought against the 

defendant No.3. The plaintiff has chosen to seek relief against the 

defendant No.1 & 2 knowing the fact that the defendant No.1 & 2 had 

already disposed of the suit land for which the contract was made. 

Without cancellation of the sale deed executed in favour of the defendant 

No 3 in respect of the suit land the decree for execution of the sale deed 

in respect of the same land as claimed by the plaintiff cannot be passed. 

The plaintiff though  claimed alternative relief by way of compensation for 

Rs.1,50,000/- with interest @ Rs.18,000/- per annum from the defendant 

Nos.1 & 2 which is exceed of the price alleged to be fixed for the suit land  

but the plaintiff failed to explain  how the damage sustained by him for 

not getting the execution of the sale deed.  The plaintiff, after making the 

defendant No.3 as party to the suit sought relief of compensation only 

instead of seeking cancellation of the sale deed executed in favour of the 

defendant No.3 knowing the fact that the land under the agreement to 

sell had already been sold in favour of the defendant No.3. Though the 

plaintiff  himself and through P.W.2 established the deposit of 

consideration money on three instalments @ Rs.49,500/- on 23.12.2003 , 

22.12.2003 and 19.12.2003 through Ext.9, 10 & 11 for  getting the 

execution of sale deed, but the P.W.2, in his evidence stated that all the 

three deposits are subsequently cancelled as per direction of the 

purchaser of the same. From this, it can be inferred that the consideration 

money alleged to have deposited in the bank under the pay order were 

not passed to the defendant No.1 & 2. Moreover, the plaintiff also failed 

to show that the amount was deposited as per the request of the 

defendant No.1 & 2 by adducing any evidence.  On the other hand Ext.5 

goes to show that the plaintiff by serving pleaders notice upon the 

defendant No.1 & 2 offered the option to the defendant No.1 and 2 either 

to execute the sale deed in terms of the agreement by receiving the 

consideration money so fixed or to refund the money of Rs.12,500/- taken 

for purchasing the stamp papers within the period mentioned in the 

notice. Though the defendant No.1 &2 in their written statement claimed 

to have refunded the money demanded by the plaintiff in response to the 

pleader’s notice but failed to establish the claim by adducing any 

evidence.  Rather it is evident from the evidence of the witnesses as well 

as from Ext.2 that the plaintiff in consonance with the oral negotiation 

made between him and the defendant No.1 & 2 had paid Rs.12,500/- 

being the price of the stamp paper to the defendant No.1 & 2. There is no 
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any evidence to show that the plaintiff had paid any amount to the 

defendant No.1 & 2 either in the form of advance or final payment and 

even for the expenditure of obtaining the permission. Since the plaintiff 

did not seek the relief of cancellation of the sale deed executed in favour 

of defendant No.3 knowing the fact that the defendant No.1 & 2 had sold 

the land and no consideration money was paid to the defendant No.1 & 2 

, so, I am of the view that the plaintiff is not entitled to get the relief of 

executing the sale deed in his favour. Regarding the claim of 

compensation, it is apparent that the defendant had received Rs.12,500/- 

for purchase of the stamp paper from the plaintiff and the stamp paper 

had already been purchased by them but, due to misunderstanding 

developed between the plaintiff and the defendant No.1  & 2, the sale 

deed so drafted in the stamp paper could not be executed. As such, the 

amount so paid by the plaintiff for purchasing the stamp paper can be 

realized from the defendant Nos.1 & 2 by way of compensation with 

interest.             

  In view of my forgoing discussion I am of the considered 

opinion that the defendant No.1 & 2 are liable to pay compensation to the 

plaintiff for Rs.12,500/- with interest at the rate of Rs.12% per annum 

from the date of filing the suit till recovery of the amount along with the 

costs of the suit. Accordingly, these three Issues are answered and 

decided in favour of the plaintiff to the extent of plaintiff entitled to get 

decree for recovery of  Rs.12,500/- from the defendant Nos.1 & 2 with 

costs and future  interest on the said amount @ Rs.12% per annum from 

the date of filing the suit till recovery of the entire amount. 

 Consequently, the suit is decreed on contest with the following 

order. 

      ORDER 

 The suit is decreed on contest with costs for recovery of the 

compensation of Rs.12,500/- and future interest @ Rs.12% per annum 

from the date of filing the suit till the recovery of entire amount holding 

the defendant Nos.1 & 2 are jointly and severally liable to pay the same.  

 Prepare the decree accordingly. 

Given under my hand and seal of this court on this 13th day of February, 

2012. 

 

        CIVIL JUDGE: JORHAT. 
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                                                 APPENDIX. 

1. Witnesses examined by the plaintiff:- P.W.1- Dilip Deuri, 

P.W.2- Moni Madhab Bora, P.w.3- Amiya Dutta & P.W.4-

Kenedy Deuri. 

2. Witnesses examined by defendant No.1 & 2- NIL. 

3. Witness examined by defendant No.3- D.W.1-Dilip Ranjan 

Goswami. 

4. Witness examined by court :- NIL. 

5. Documents exhibited by plaintiff:-Ext.1- Permission No.JRS-

4/22 dtd 19.9.03, Ext.2- Receipt of Rs.12,500/-, Ext.3- Copy of 

the draft sale deed, Ext.4- copy of letter dtd.6.1.2004, 

Exzt.5,6 & 7- Pleaders Notice, postal receipt & A/D card, 

Ext.8- certified copy of sale deed No.89, Ext.9,10 & 11- Pay 

Order dtd 23.12.2003, 22.12.2003 and 19.12.2003. 

6. Documents exhibited by the defendants:- Ext.A- certified 

copy of sale deed, Ext. B- certified copy of Jamabandi, Ext.C & 

D – Money Receipts. 

7. Documents exhibited by court- NIL. 

 

Dictated & corrected by me :- 

 

(Sri S.Islam ) 

Civil Judge,Jorhat.       CIVIL JUDGE: Jorhat. 

 Transcribed & typed by:- 

 Nirju R. Gogoi, Stenographer.      

           

 


